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Abstract

1

sentence demonstration task was used to examine the information

processing skills of normal and learnin& disabled college students. ,The.

effects of sentence meaningfulness (rlianingfui1 vs. nonsense), sentence

length (2 vs. /4 vs. 6 vs. °, items), and presentation mode (words vs.

logographs) were evaluated. A Population "embership by sentence LenIth

interaction was detected and indicated that performance differences between

. the populations, favoring the normal subjects, emerged on long' sentences.

The effects of sentence type and presentation-mede were similar in the two

populations.. Nffererices in short -tern memorif processirr, were hypothesized

to account for the population differences.
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sentence remonstration Ability in Learning nisabled and "ornal

College Students: Analysis of Presentation "ode, 'entenee LPn7th,

and !'eaningfulness Fffects

Research has begun 'to examine the prose ree,,,11 skills of learning

disabled, adult"s (see i.brdep ; !!akamura, 1982; Uorden, ralmgren, Gabourie,

1()Z(). The theoretic( framework that ,guideg this Work is the suggestion

.
y'

that limitations. n shortterm or working memory may underlie deficits in

longterm recall of prose materials. 1'or exampl,e, Perferk,i. and Lesc'eld

(1978) have suggested that a reduce-, speed of processing in shortterm

memory may cause encoding to lag behind the input. As sentenoes are read

into short tern memory, disabled learners take longer to retrieve verbal

codes for individual' words. This delay, in'turn, impairs their ahility to

process incormation about larger- units (clauses, sentences) for 'storage in

longterm memory: 0

Asentence demoristration,tAsk was used in the present study to

investigate potential shortterm memory OPocessig differences which

distinguish learning disabled from normal college students. Tn this task,

participants are presented with a sentence tcread aloud such As "Sit on
.

. .

0 ithe pillow. ", Props are provided andparticipants are subsequently asked to
- .

demonstrate the meaning of the sentence from, memory. ,Sentences used in the

present study varied in length tbetween 2 to 8 words. necause of the

e

hypothesized short term memory, ,processing diffefenceT between learning

disabled and normal college students, differences between the two 'groups in

sentence demonstration performance were expeNed to emerge on,long
,

sentences (e,.g.2, six and eight word sentences),, but not one short sentences

(e.g., 2 or 4_words)..1
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-Generally speaking, esearch has suggested that short -tern memory
A

processing', differences observed between ler.rning disabl,,d and normal

coillege students ar- larger with word-lie stimuli than with nonlinguistic

stimuli such PS digitg (see l'order, in press). Therefore, two 'ands of

-

ward -like stimuli were selected for use in the present'study: Printed

English words and logographs (whole word' symbols). The locop'r:aph stimuli

differ from printed English words in at least three important ways:

1.- LogogrPp-hs should be equally novel to both groups of subjects;

while nor-ial, subjects probably have had greater experience with

reading printed rnlish woAdr (Jackson, 1nPn);

2. Itogographs do not p4rmit phonetic decoding in contrast to printed

English words (glushko, 1900);
,

3. Logcwraphs are visually wholistic in contrast to printed English

words which consist of individual letters.-

,Thus to the.extent.that words are difficult to pr.ocess in short-term

Oemory--because they are less frequently experiened in reading by di,sabled

learners, they may require phonetic decoding, and they are constructed out

of combinations of ihdividual'letters--a Population by Presentation !,lode ert,

interaction -waS anticipated in this stuTy. That is, performance

diffkrences between the groups should be largest under printed English word

orthography in comparison to logographs.

Finally, provisions wire made in the study to manipulate "the

meapiffgfulness of the sentpenats preSented to participants. the comparison

of meaningful versus nonsense ,sentences was included to evaluate.the ctegre&

to which learning disabled, college students may differ from normal college

students in.their ability to use the semanticcontent of the sentence to

facilitate encoding.
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!ethod

Design and subjects

4
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4psign of the experiment consistedof a ? by 2 by 4 by by ?

factorial with the betwerela subjects factor of population (normal vs.

learning disables') and the within- subjeats factors of meaningfulness,

(meaningful vs; nonsense), 'sentence length (2 vs. 4 vs. 6 vs. 0 items),

presentation mode (words vs. logo'graphs)', and trial.. rourteen normal

college students from California State\University atFullerton and 14

learning disabled college students selected from the Santa Ala Community

College Learning Disabilities Center par,ticipated in the'study. The

learning disabled subjects had 1TA7 scores /at;ve °5. Pearling level,

estimates provided by the-Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PLAT)

indicated that the normal college students were reFOinvattwelfth grf)de,or

college level, whereas the learning, disabled students were generally

reading at the sixth grade,;evel.

Materials and Procedures

aibjects were tested individually. At the beginning of each session

subjects were given ten minutes to'stAy a set of 14 logographs. The

logographs repres&ted English word, equivalents of nouns (the boy, the

girl, the chair, the box, the pillow andthe table), verbs (sit, stand,

and put), and prepositions (on, under ) )eside, and behind). These

logographs were drawn on 5 x F inch cards and their word equivalents

Kitten on the reverseIside, During the ten minute study period,Xubjects

were told to learn the wqrd equivalents for each logograph. ,subsequently,

.

"'subjects were tested by 'a pairedassociate_ anticipation method until' they

No,

had reached a criterion' of two, errorlesstrials. During this phase of the
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study, normal college students required fewer trials ('1 L 7.2)) to reach

criterion than learning dis7,hled c-ollege students = p .0r.

Following logogriph learning, the sentence demonstration task was

administered. Subjects were provided wifh t&; proles (n pillow, a table,

etc.) toact out tHe sentences. The sentences were drawn/printed or 5 x q
eat

inch cards and presented to subjects manuF,11y. 'whjects were :-4sker' to

read aloud the sentence presented on the card and then, to demonstrate

the meaning, of the sentence. For example, the logogriph sentence

If .0

" stands for "sit, the boy on the table." ''ubjects would

read tUs sentence and then, pick up the toy boy doll and position it in a

sitting position on the prop table. Actions and object. identifications

madV4by subjects were recorded for subsequent analysis.

Each subject was presented with eight sentences at each sentence

length. Furthermore, sentences were blocked into two trial, sets of four

sentences each The four sentences withi,4a trial set represented the

factorial combination of 2 levels of meaningfulness by 2 levels of

presentation mode. 'Ionsense sentences were generated by scrambling, the

word-order of the meaningful sentences. Across subjects.y.ppropriate

counterbalancing cf these within subject variables was provided.

Results and Discussion

The dependent variable se ected for analysis was the number of items
.

parbiLpants.successfully referenced fn.their demonstra.tion of each

sentence. Table 1 presents the means for these recall scores as a function

e

Insert Table 1 about here,-
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of tl'e experimental conditions. 4n analysis of variance was performed an,'

indicqted that the performance of normal'students (" q.f71) was superior

to the Learning disabled student = F (1,^r) = 1".Th mennin74'ul

sentences (" = ) were associated with higher recall scores .than

nonsense sentences (" =. 3:"), F (1,2() = gc.00; and recall scores

increased with sentence length. F (.3.7P) = 11?.0, all Es < .n01.-

Of major interest, however, were the predicted into actions with hP
factor-of population. Consistent with the irst,prediction that population

differences in sentence recall would emerge only at the longer sentence

lengths, a significant Populit-ton, by `'entente Length interaction was '

detected, F (3,7') = 12.12, p < .Pq1r -mean differences in, recall

. scores, favoring the normal subjects at sentence lengi-h-s-twofour, six,

and eight were +,n2, +1,2n, and 42.1, respectively. Thus, bath._

learning disabled and normal collegg. students can successfully process

sentences. However, differences will emerge when task demands, for

example the readiing'of_long sentences, exceed the operational limits of the

learning disabled students' working memory.

The second majorissue addressed in this study concerned the extent to

which words and logographs would show differeht encoding effects with

learning 'disabl'ed and normal college students. Vone df the critical

interactions involving the factors of populat)yn and presentation node wer4

significant (Es > .05). This suggests that.differences between printed

English word and 16gograp,h stimuli, such 'as novelty, phonetic decoding, and

letter segmentation, arenot factors which differentiatly,affect short-t,erm
4-,a

_memory prooesses of learning disabled and normal students.

A final issue .concerrned the= affects of sentence meaningfulness on

O .
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participants' recall performance.. "o interactions with the,facter of

'population 'ere observed (ps> .r,r0 that hoth ?Tours car

advantage of the semantic content, of sentences to facilitate their
t'

encodinc;., Touever, it is 'interestim: to note %ha* a "eanirgf by

Sentence Length Interaction'was observed, F (1,751) =

ting that the superior recall associated withimeanin7,fu) sentences

increased with longer sentences. This interaction was qualified by the

three-way interaction of "eahingfulness by sentence Length by Presentation

"ode,)F (3,72) = 3.12, j <'02. T)escriptively, this inte4-actiod suggsts

that the advantage associated with -Icaninciful sentences a* the longer

sentence lengths was larger under -printed 7nglish word presentation than

lcgograph presentation.

In summary, the results o.f this Study extend our knpwledge about-

short-term memory deficits in learning disabilities in several ways.

First, learni..nr disabled- subjects performed significantly worse than normal

,'hut only at longer sentence lengths. This finding. extends a

-imilarfinding by Cohen and Petley (10 7P) thatlearning disa6led cbildrrm

.performed ATamaticglly worse than normal children on a probe serial recall

task invol,inl lists which exceeded their short-term memory spans. Cur

finding of similar effect with adults broadens Cohen and Netley'
4L

conclusion that the inability of the memory-system to cope wit

'is a central feature in learning disabilities: we now -know th this

problem is not limited to learning-disabled children, but ra her persists

into adultlio8d.

A second important finding was that performance w-Is equivalent for

words versus logographs. This suggests that decoding difficulties rTsiAr

V
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in the assignment of ke.Kning to visual syr-hols,.rec*areless of tVir

orthography. Tn particular, phone le segmrnttion, is not ..i-rlicate' -a

significant, factor in the learning disabilities of adults bec"ause

logorTa,nhs are assirred meanin,-,s Cholistically, uithou' recourse to

4

indivilual.--letter pronunciation.' Finally, me5nin-fulnes did not affect

the ability groups differently, 'rhat, is, the differences in oerfoTm7nce

were of the'same magnitude for meaningful' versus nonm.eaningful sentences,

thereby rulin7 out any differential integration of tl-e overall: meninr,,of

sentence's to aid memory by learning-disabled and normal liege students,

Tn conclusion, the] results support the notion of a short-term memory

bottleneck in learning disabilities that simply reduces the amount of

word-like information in memory, regardless of orttiography and overall

effects of meaningfuliness. The deficit could he due to a reduced-sfwed of,

4
processing (gee Perfetti R< Lesgold, 107P), or to a tendency to engage in

lehs rehearsal, or elaborative coding (see Torgesen, 1977) by learning .

disabled persons. 4Further research will be needed before we can decide
. .

which explanation best accounts forthe shorterm memory processing

deficits of learning-disatiled individuals. A promising approach 'will he to

evaluate the competsatory effects of memory strategy i!,nstruction.w'th

....learning-disbLed persons (see orden, in press).

40
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aTable 1

"enn ":umber of sentence Items nemonstrnted by "orinl and, Lenrninq

College rtulerts as a Function orrentene0 -P,ningfulnps,;, ',Pntenee Lenc=t*, and Presentation "odt,"

sentence

'!eaningfulness

Presentation

"ode

rormal

A

Populbt ion

sentence Length

0

Lenring nisahled

n A

Logographs " 2.00 on c.07 7.P2 1.1n 2.4 11.117 c .11
eaningful

words ,
. 2,On 4.00 5,.02 7.7 )1.r1! r;.7n

Logographs 1.9'3 ..2() 5.74 1.PA 2.11 2 "
Nonsense

Words 1.5 2.02 5.29 5.70 1.75 2.54 4.47 7.71
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